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important: Send the sample on the collection day. Do not send on Friday, not on the eve of holiday (consult central laboratory).

informed consent
I consent to having the above genetic testing performed on which I have previously been clearly and objectively informed about the application and limitations thereof.  
I authorize the collection of biological samples necessary for the performance of the genetic test (s) indicated by the Germano de Sousa Laboratory Medicine Center or, if neces-
sary, by other laboratories designated by it. I authorize that the data contained in this form be registered and treated only by duly authorized professionals, guaranteeing the 
protection and confidentiality according to the law in force. I give my consent for the result (s) to be sent to the medical assistant. I was informed about my right to revoke 
consent at any time without justification by sending an email.

signature of the patient or the legal responsible (minor or major incapable)  obligatory                           date                                                              

signature of the doctor  obligatory   contact for submission of results  obligatory   
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i. requesting entity

requesting physician

telephone  e-mail  

ii. sample sent
1. sent product              collection date           /          /                    

  solid tumor/metastasis in paraffin         lymph node biopsy          peripheral blood

iii. clinical information
1. diagnosis (discriminate as much as possible)

2. therapy (current and preceding)  

iv. intended analysis

requisition of genetic and genomics studies of solid tumors

genetic risk assessment or diagnosis  
of familial cancer
(PANELS NGS + SANGER + MLPA, and evaluation of  the Alu insert in BRCA2. The genes 
included in each panel are those recommended by the colleges of  international specialties)

  4001   Hereditary Breast and Ovary Cancer - BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes

  4000   Hereditary Breast and Ovary Cancer -12 gene panel (BRCA1, BRCA2, 
 PTEN, TP53, STK11, CDH1, ATM, PALB2, CHEK2, RAD51C, RAD51D, BRIP1)

  4002   Hereditary Colon cancer - 13 gene panel (EPCAM, ENG, BRAF, PTEN,  
 BMPR14, SMAD4, STK11, PM52, MSH6, MSH2, MLH2, MLH1, APC, and MUTYH)

  4003    Lynch Syndrome- 5 gene panel  (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PM52 and EPCAM

  4004    Familial Adenomatous Polyposis -  2 gene panel APC and MUTYH genes

  4005    Hereditary Gastric Cancer - gene CDH1

  4006    Hereditary Melanoma - 5 gene panel (CDKN2A, CDK4, BAP1, MITF, MC1R)

  4007    Hereditary Pancreatic Cancer - 5 gene panel (BRCA1, BRCA2, CDKN2A, 
  PALB2, ATM)

  4008    Hereditary Prostate Cancer - 3 gene panel  BRCA1, BRCA2, HOXB13 genes

  4009    Li Fraumeni Syndrome - gene TP53

  4010    Peutz Jeghers Syndrome - gene STK11

  other gene (s), which

tissue and fluid biopsy
The tissue biopsy (point out  ) is usually used in the diagnosis, the liquid biopsy (indicate  ) is typically used in patients in progression and / or treatment, 
or when it is not possible to access Tissue Biopsy

  bt 4410     NGS Mutational panorama- 50 genes (extended pharmacogenomics 

  bl 4413     test to identify therapeutic alternatives - multiple classes of drugs

  bt 4415    panorama of mergers- 4 genes (ALK, RET, ROS1, NTRK) 
  bl 4416 predicting susceptibility tyrosine kinase inhibitors

  bt 4424     NGS Panel BRCAness - 4 genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2 and ATM) 
  bl 4425    susceptibility to platinum-based drugs and PARP inhibitors

  bt 4422     NGS TP53 (identification of pathogenic mutations for 
  bl 4423    susceptibility to TP53 activators)

  bt 4420    NGS NGS Her2 (identifies activating mutations for 
  bl 4421    susceptibility to Her2 receptor inhibitors)

  bt 4418     NGS ESR1 (early identification of resistance 
  bl 4419    mutations to hormone therapy)

    NGS Other(S) which

  bt 4458     qPCR BRAF V600E (response to vemurafenib and dabrafenib)

  bl 4459     

  bt 4450     qPCR EGFR 29 mutations (response to EGFR inhibitors)
  bl 4451    

  bt 4452     qPCR EGFR T790M (resistance to Erlotinib and other inhibitors

  bl 4453 of crosstalk tyrosine of the 1st and 2nd generation EGFR)

  bt 4454     qPCR KRAS 19 mutations
  bl 4455    (resistance to EGFR inhibitors)

  bt 4456     qPCR NRAS 16 mutations
  bl 4457     (resistance to EGFR inhibitors)

  bt 4460    qPCR PIK3CA 5 mutations (response to mTOR inhibitors, 
  bl 4461    resistance to EGFR inhibitors)

    qPCR Other(s), which

family history
(Family tree with family history of cancer is indispensable for analysis)

Please paste here the patient identification or provide the following data:

name

date of birth           /          /  

Also paste the identification tag, or write the name on the tube(s)


